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Michelle Moran (born August 11, 1980) is an American novelist.She was born in California's San Fernando
Valley.She took an interest in writing from an early age, purchasing Writer's Market and submitting her stories
and novellas to publishers from the time she was twelve. She majored in literature at Pomona
College.Following a summer in Israel where she worked as a volunteer archaeologist, she ...
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Nefertiti, Egyptian Nfr.t-jy.tj, for "the beauty has come". Nefertiti's parentage is not known with certainty, but
one often cited theory is that she was the daughter of Ay, later to be pharaoh.However, this hypothesis is
likely wrong since Ay and his wife Tey are never called the father and mother of Nefertiti and Tey's only
connection with her was that she was the "nurse of the great queen ...
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Bibliografia. Tyldesley Joyce, "Nefertiti", PIW, Warszawa 2003. KÄ™ciek Krzysztof, "StaroÅ¼ytnoÅ›Ä‡
wyklÄ™ta. Archeolodzy i Å‚owcy sensacji", Wydawnictwo Attyka ...
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Nefertari (anche Nefertari Meritmut) (Panopoli, 1295 a.C. â€“ Abu Simbel, febbraio 1255 a.C.) Ã¨ stata una
regina egizia.. Fu "grande sposa reale" di Ramesse II detto il Grande, faraone della XIX dinastia. Ãˆ una delle
regine meglio conosciute della storia egizia, nonchÃ© una delle piÃ¹ potenti, con un'influenza comparabile a
quella di Ahmose Nefertari, Hatshepsut, Tiy, Nefertiti e Cleopatra ...
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